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Conflict Update # 78 

June 2nd, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian operations to advance on 

Slovyansk from the southeast of Izyum 

and west of Lyman continue to make little 

progress and are unlikely to do so in the 

coming days, as Russian forces continue to 

prioritize Severodonetsk at the expense of 

other axes of advance.  

Russian forces continued assaults 
against Severodonetsk and Lysychansk in 

order to claim full control of Luhansk 

Oblast.  

Russian forces made incremental 

advances around Avdiivka.  

Ukrainian counteroffensives in 

northwestern Kherson Oblast pushed 

Russian forces to the eastern bank of the 

Inhulets River and will likely continue to 

disrupt Russian ground lines of 

communication (GLOCs) along the T2207 

highway.  

The Kremlin continued to pursue 

inconsistent occupational measures in 

southern Ukraine, indicating both 

widespread Ukrainian resistance and 

likely Kremlin indecision on how to 

integrate occupied territory. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 

Russian forces conducted limited unsuccessful attacks and continued efforts to resume larger-scale offensives southeast 

of Izyum towards Slovyansk on June 2. UGS reported that Russian forces focused on maintaining their current positions 

southeast of Izyum and shelled Dovhenke, Kurulka, Virnopillya, and Dolyna in order to set conditions to renew offensive 

operations towards Slovyansk. Russian forces additionally conducted unsuccessful assault operations around Studenok, 

Sosnove, Svyatohirsk, and Yarova, several settlements southeast of Izyum along roadways connecting to the Izyum-

Slovyansk highway near the Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border. They likely seek to capture this highway to exploit road access 
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to support advances on Slovyansk and their forces in the 

Lyman reportedly attempted an additional, unsuccessful 

assault on Raihorodok, northeast of Slovyansk. They are 

attempting to advance on Slovyansk from both Izyum and 

Lyman remain largely stalled and are unlikely to make 

significant progress in the coming days, particularly as the 

majority of Russian forces continue to focus on 

Severodonetsk. 

Russian forces continued ground assaults in and around 

Severodonetsk on June 2. Head of the Luhansk People‘s 

Republic (LNR) Leonid Pasechnik claimed that the LNR 

controls all of Luhansk Oblast except for Severodonetsk 

and Lysychansk. Deputy Chief of the Main Operations 

Department of the UGS Staff Oleksiy Gromov notably 

stated that despite Russian efforts to surround 

Severodonetsk, Ukrainian troops do not need to fully 

withdraw from the city. Their forces conducted 

unsuccessful ground attacks to the south of Severodonetsk-

Lysychansk in Bobrove and Ustynivka. The UK Ministry of 

Defense stated that Russian forces will likely be inhibited in 

their attempt to advance into Lysychansk from 

Severodonetsk (if they are first able to capture 

Severodonetsk itself) due to the tactical challenge of 

crossing the Siverskyi Donets River. The UK Ministry of 

Defense additionally noted that Russian forces will likely 

need a brief tactical pause to prepare for subsequent 

attempts to cross the Siverskyi Donets River if they intend 

further operations into Luhansk and Donetsk Oblasts.  

Russian forces continued ground, rocket, and artillery 

strikes around Donetsk Oblast on June 2. They continued 

offensive operations to the east of Bakhmut around Komyshuvakha, Mykailivka, Vrubivka, Berestove, Bilohorivka, 

Svitlodarsk, and Nahirne in order to cut ground lines of communication (GLOCs) northeast of Bakhmut and support 

continuing but slow-moving operations to encircle Severodonetsk-Lysychansk from the south. The DNR claimed that the 

Russian grouping in the Donetsk City-Avdiivka area made incremental gains around Avdiivka and reportedly broke 

through Ukrainian defenses in Verkhnotoreske, though ISW cannot independently confirm this claim. 
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Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces conducted rocket and artillery strikes on Kharkiv City and 

northern Kharkiv Oblast on June 2, and shelled residential districts of Kharkiv City, Tsyrkuny, Chuhuiv, Prudyanka, and 

Mykhailivka in an attempt to maintain their positions to the north of Kharkiv City. A Russian Telegram channel claimed 

that clashes between Russian and Ukrainian troops occurred in Vesele and Tsupivka, both north of Kharkiv City, indicating 

that local fighting continues along the frontline in northern Kharkiv Oblast. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - 
Ukrainian counteroffensives in northwestern 

Kherson Oblast likely pushed Russian forces back to 

their established defensive positions on the eastern 

bank of the Inhulets River on June 2. Geolocated 

drone footage confirms Ukrainian forces conducted 

a counteroffensive near Starosillya, a settlement on 

the eastern bank of the Inhulets River and just 12 

kilometers south of the northernmost area of 

Russian control. Kherson Oblast Military 

Administration Head Hannadiy Lahuta reported 

that Ukrainian forces liberated 20 unnamed villages 

in Kherson Oblast, likely referring to the 

settlements on the western bank of the Inhulets 

River. ISW cannot independently confirm these 

territorial changes at this time, but Ukrainian 

defenders have likely secured the western Ihululets 

riverbank. Ukrainian forces on the west bank of the 

Ihulets River are likely able to fire on and disrupt 

Russian ground lines of communication (GLOCs) 

that stretch along the T2207 highway within a 

kilometer of the river. 

Russian forces are taking measures to hinder 

further Ukrainian counteroffensives on the western 

Kherson-Mykaloiv Oblast border. The Ukrainian 

Southern Operational Command reported that 

Ukrainian forces are planning a counteroffensive in 

Mykolaiv Oblast and engaged in heavy battles with Russian forces in the Oblast on June 2. Russian military Telegram 

channel Rybar claimed that Ukrainian forces will attempt to liberate Snihurivka, approximately 66 kilometers east of 

Mykolaiv City. Russian forces conducted a missile strike on a railway bridge northwest of Mykolaiv City likely to preempt 

the transfer of Ukrainian forces and equipment in the area. Russian occupation authorities continued to cut off 

telecommunications signals in Zaporizhia and Kherson Oblasts, and Ukrainian officials speculated that Russian forces fear 

Ukrainian counteroffensives and partisan activity in occupied settlements and seek to limit Ukrainian communications. 

Activity in Russian-occupied areas - The Kremlin continues to send mixed signals about its plans to integrate 

occupied Ukrainian territories – likely indicating the Kremlin has not decided on a single course of action. Kremlin 

Spokesperson Dmitry Peskov said that a referendum to integrate Donbas to Russia is “hardly possible” without fully 

ensuring security in the region, but did not specify what the Kremlin would consider “ensuring security.”  

Leader of the “Fair Russia” Party (part of the pro-Kremlin “systemic opposition” of parties not directly affiliated with 

Putin’s United Russia party but not posing any real opposition) Sergei Mironov said that any Ukrainian Oblast may join 
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Russia, likely in support of other claims by Russian State Duma members that the Kremlin will annex Kherson, Donetsk, 

and Luhansk Oblast as soon as July. Russian Senator Andrey Turchak announced the opening of a United Russia 

”humanitarian center” in Kherson City and claimed to have negotiated industrial cooperation agreements between 

Kherson Oblast and Russia, but exact Russian plans for occupied Kherson remain unclear. Russian-backed occupation 

authorities in Zaporizhia also announced the “nationalization” of Ukrainian state property, including the Zaporizhia 

Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), which could suggest that the Kremlin seeks to economically exploit newly occupied territories 

with or without direct annexation. Russian Deputy Prime Minister Marat Khusnullin previously stated that the Zaporizhia 

NPP will exclusively work for Russia and will sell electricity to Ukraine. Ukrainian state energy company “Energoatom” 

noted that Russia physically cannot export electricity from the Zaporizhia NPP as Russia is not connected to the Ukrainian 

or European energy grid. 

The fate of the Mariupol defenders taken prisoner by Russian forces remains unclear. Ukrainian Deputy Defense Minister 

Hanna Malyar reported that Ukrainian officials are discussing prisoner exchanges with Russian forces, but refused to 

comment on the status of the negotiations. Russian sources claimed that members of the Ukrainian Azov Regiment are 

imprisoned in Olenivka, approximately 22 kilometers from Donetsk City. 

Russia's invading forces now control about 20% of Ukraine, according to Ukrainian President Volodymir 

Zelenskyy, who spoke to lawmakers in Luxembourg on Thursday. That estimate includes the annexed Crimean peninsula, 

as well as occupied Ukrainian territory in the east, which total about 125,000 square kilometers—a total that Zelenskyy 

said is "much greater" than the Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg combined. 

Russian forces continued to make incremental, grinding, and costly progress in eastern Ukraine on June 2,and 

troops continued operations to capture Severodonetsk and further operations to capture Lysychansk. Russian military 

leadership will likely use the capture of these two cities to claim they have “liberated” all of Luhansk Oblast before turning 

to Donetsk Oblast but are unlikely to have the forces necessary to take substantial territory in Donetsk Oblast after 

suffering further losses around Severodonetsk. They are evidently limited by terrain in the Donbas and will continue to 

face challenges crossing the Siverskyi Donets River to complete the encirclement of Severodonetsk-Lysychansk and make 

further advances westward of Lyman towards Slovyansk via Raihorodok. 

Russian military leadership continues to experience complications with sufficient force generation and maintaining 

the morale of mobilized personnel. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported that the Donetsk People’s Republic’s 

(DNR) 1st Army Corps, under Russia’s 8th Combined Arms Army, is conducting forced mobilization in occupied areas of 

Donetsk Oblast.  Russian forced mobilization is highly unlikely to generate meaningful combat power and will exacerbate 

low morale and poor discipline in Russian and proxy units. The 113th Regiment of the DNR posted a video appeal to Putin 

on June 2 wherein forcibly-mobilized soldiers complain they have spent the entire war on the frontline in Kherson without 

food or medicine, and that mobilization committees did not conduct requisite medical screenings and admitted 

individuals whose medical conditions should have disqualified them from service. Ukraine’s Main Intelligence Directorate 

additionally released an intercepted phone conversation wherein DNR soldiers similarly complained that physically unfit 

individuals were forced into service and that mobilized units are experiencing mass drunkenness and general disorder. 

Russian forces are additionally struggling to successfully rotate servicemen in and out of combat. Spokesperson for the 

Odesa Military Administration Maksym Marchenko stated that 30 to 40% of Russian personnel that rotated out of Ukraine 

refused to return, forcing Russian commanders to send unprepared and unmotivated units back into combat. This is 

consistent with complaints made by DNR servicemen that rotation practices are contributing to poor morale and 

dissatisfaction within units that have been forcibly mobilized. 

Russian occupation authorities continue to face challenges establishing permanent societal control in newly occupied 

Ukrainian territories. The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported that Russian occupational administrations “are [only] 

created on paper” and are incapable of controlling local populations, enforcing the use of the Russian ruble, or conducting 
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bureaucratic processes. The Ukrainian Resistance Center noted that Ukrainian civilians welcome partisan activity that 

systematically sabotages Russian occupation rule. 

Documents Reveal Hundreds of Russian Troops Broke Ranks Over Ukraine Orders - Desertions and refusal 

to engage in the invasion have put Moscow in a bind over how to punish service members without drawing more 

attention to the problem. “So many people don’t want to fight.” 

Impacts 

The war in Ukraine has devastating global consequences for water, peace and security - Russia’s war on 

Ukraine has devastating consequences that span far beyond the horrific images of violence and destruction we see daily 

in the news. 

The war is increasing the risk of global hunger by limiting exports of wheat, cooking oil and fertilizers. It has led to higher 

food prices and increased food insecurity throughout the world. 

Together, Russia and Ukraine make up over a quarter of global wheat exports and are major exporters of cooking oil and 

fertilizers. The supply of these key staples has substantially decreased in recent months due to insecurity, export-limiting 

sanctions and difficulties to reach global markets. 

To make matters worse, this decreasing supply coincides with water-stressed conditions in other major food-exporting 

countries - including the United States and India. 

The result? Already elevated global food prices are rising and have pushed the UN Food and Agriculture Organization 

Food Price Index – which tracks monthly changes in the price of commodities - to its highest level since the 1990s. 

Russia and the west compete to secure safe passage for Ukraine’s grain - In a game of diplomatic cat and 

mouse, Russia and the West are coming up with similar if sometimes competing ideas for how Ukraine’s badly needed 

grain can be given safe passage through the Black Sea and on to the world markets. They are also competing to win the 

battle for world opinion if the plans collapse. 

Both sides are busy diplomatically across Africa and the Middle East trying to portray their adversary as the culprit for 

spiraling food and fertiliser prices. Russia and Ukraine export more than a quarter of the world’s wheat, while Russia is 

the world’s top fertiliser exporter. The World Bank’s Fertiliser Price Index rose nearly 10% in the first quarter of 2022, to 

an all-time high in nominal terms. 

In what is beginning to look like the main plan, the Russian foreign minister, Sergei Lavrov, has agreed to meet the Turkish 

president, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, but not until 8 June, over proposals for Turkey to de-mine Odesa and then escort grain 

ships through to the Bosphorus along a naval corridor. Erdoğan spoke with Putin about the proposal on Monday, and 

according to the Turkish read-out, Putin was willing to cooperate, on conditions. 

Within Europe, the Italian prime minister, Mario Draghi, has taken the practical initiative, discussing the issue first with 

Joe Biden a fortnight ago then last week holding talks with the Ukrainian president, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, then Putin and 

then Zelenskyy again. 

The Ukrainians have said they are willing to see Odesa de-mined, but conditions would have to be set on how the Russian 

navy would not use the clearance of mines as an opportunity for its warships to move closer to the port. Ukraine’s foreign 

minister, Dmytro Kuleba, said: “We must be very careful, because a unilateral guarantee from the Kremlin is not enough. 

We need third countries to take responsibility for enforcing the agreement.” 
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Italy and the UK have offered to undertake the de-mining operation, something that could take a fortnight, but Turkey 

may be Russia’s preferred choice to complete this perilous task. 

According to Draghi, Putin has indicated that he would open access to Odesa provided valid checks could be made to 

ensure the grain ships were not carrying weapons for use by Ukraine. Unresolved issues also exist about the nationality 

of the ships escorting the convoy, and their terms of engagement if threatened by Russia. 

According to Moscow, Putin noted the “readiness of the Russian side” to facilitate the unhindered sea transit of goods in 

coordination with Turkish partners. 

But Russia also wants in return the lifting of western sanctions on Russian fertilizers, something Draghi says is also being 

urged on the EU by Africa and warrants a second look. 

The US is also showing some flexibility. Its ambassador to the UN, Linda Thomas-Greenfield, said the US was prepared to 

give “comfort letters” to shipping and insurance companies to help facilitate exports of Russian grain and fertiliser. 

Gen Mark Milley, the chair of the US joint Chiefs of Staff, struck a cautious note in London on Tuesday, saying: “To open 

up those sea lanes would require a very significant military effort.” If policymakers opted for it, “it would be a high-risk 

military operation that would require significant levels of effort,” he said. It is for that reason Draghi, Macron and the 

German chancellor, Olaf Scholz, felt that it was necessary to test Putin out. 

If none of the sea-route options works, the only alternative is to intensify the use of existing and much more expensive 

routes that take grain on trucks through Poland to Baltic and Polish ports, or on barges down the Dnieper River to 

Romanian ports and finally via train to Poland. The option of taking grain by train through Belarus looks impossible due 

to Minsk’s demands for sanctions on potash to be lifted. 

At the main crossing point into Romania there is a 20km backlog of trucks waiting to be inspected. A queue of 100 barges 

were at the Dnieper River waiting to get to the Black Sea. Only seven vessels were being cleared a day. 

Apart from the humanitarian necessity to avoid famine, Draghi regards the risks to the west of spiraling bread prices, in 

terms of migratory flows, terrorism and political instability, as real and imminent. As one Italian official put it: “We have 

two weeks left to sort this or we face something very grave.” 

OPEC+ raises output faster than expected as Russia’s war roils global energy markets - OPEC and its oil-

producing allies agreed on Thursday to hike output in July and August by a larger-than-expected amount as Russia’s 

invasion of Ukraine wreaks havoc on global energy markets. 

OPEC+ will increase production by 648,000 barrels per day in both July and August, bringing forward the end of the 

historic output cuts OPEC+ implemented during the throes of the Covid pandemic. 

The group has been slowly returning the nearly 10 million barrels per day it agreed to pull from the market in April 2020. 

In recent months, production has risen between 400,000 and 432,000 barrels per day each month. 

Putin 

A Russian soldier who didn't want to fight in Ukraine and went into hiding after fleeing his post says 

'none of us wanted this war' - A Russian soldier who went into hiding to avoid the war in Ukraine said most soldiers, 

like him, didn't want to go. 

"None of us wanted this war," Albert Sakhibgareev told The Wall Street Journal. 
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The 24-year-old was stationed at a military base in Russia near the border with Ukraine in February. On the morning of 

February 24, the day Russia launched its full-scale invasion, shelling landed within two miles from his location and military 

aircraft in the sky appeared to be heading to Ukraine, The Journal reported. When Sakhibgareev saw a headline on 

Telegram that said "Russia Invades Ukraine" he panicked and left the base. 

He's one of hundreds of Russian soldiers who have deserted or refused to fight since the war in Ukraine began, according 

to the report published by The Journal on Wednesday. At least 115 Russian national guardsmen said they were fired after 

refusing to fight. 

The unwillingness to fight has been compounded by the heavy losses Russian troops have experienced in Ukraine. The 

UK's defense ministry said last month Russia had likely lost one-third of its ground combat forces in Ukraine since the 

invasion began. 

After months of setbacks, including getting pushed out of Kyiv and Kharkiv, Russian forces have made recent gains in the 

Donbas region after shifting their focus to eastern Ukraine. Analysts told Insider's Bill Bostock the advances for Russia 

marked a reversal from earlier stages of the war, but that the momentum may not last long. 

Sakhibgareev was eventually contacted by Russian military officials, who convinced him to come back but allowed him 

to instead go to a base that was further from battle, The Journal reported. Sakhibgareev's lawyer, Almaz Nabiev, told the 

outlet the military could still decide to press charges against him for desertion. 

Sanctions 

Europe will ban insurance for Russian oil cargoes in the strongest blow yet to Putin's war machine - The 

UK and EU are planning to ban ships carrying Russian oil from getting insurance, according to reports, in what analysts 

are describing as the biggest blow yet to Moscow's efforts to fund its war in Ukraine. 

Under the agreement, ships carrying Russian oil will not be able to take out insurance at the Lloyd's of London market, 

the Financial Times reported Tuesday, citing British and European officials. 

The insurance ban is set to be put in place in six months' time, the Wall Street Journal reported. The European Commission 

declined to comment, and the UK government did not respond to a request for comment. 

Lloyd's is a global hub for shipping insurance, and analysts said the move could lead to a sharp drop in the transportation 

and sale of Russian oil. Insurance is vital given the immense value of oil shipments. 

Is the Russian railway industry facing a crisis? - The Russian railways sector may face the deepest crisis in its 

modern history. The ongoing war between Ukraine and Russia and unprecedented sanctions imposed on Russia may 

throw back the industry for decades.  

So far, Western sanctions have already led to a significant drop of cargo traffic on Russian railways, particularly on its 

outbound flows, which fell by almost 16 per cent, year-on-year. 

The biggest drop was observed in the rail export of timber (by 44,7 per cent), iron ore (by 42,9 per cent) and fertilizers 

(by 40,8 per cent). The main reason for this is the loss of major Western export markets by Russia. 

Russia Braces For Economic Upheaval As Sanctions Start To Bite - Putin has been defiant in the face of Western 

sanctions, insisting that the Russian economy will emerge stronger, and pointing to "chaotic measures" in Europe that 

have boosted global energy prices. 

Officials say the damage from sanctions will be temporary, with the economy expected to shrink by eight percent this 

year and then bounce back to growth in 2024. 
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But Russia is heavily reliant on imports of everything from manufacturing equipment to consumer goods, and economists 

believe the worst effects of the sanctions are still to come. 

Now almost 100 days into the conflict, officials and ordinary Russians are reporting a litany of problems, including 

shortages of everything from paper to medicine. 

Authorities have stopped releasing key data, making it difficult to assess the impact of sanctions. But the few available 

economic indicators point to significant problems. 

Strict capital controls, high energy prices and a collapse in imports have led to a surge in the ruble, prompting Russia's 

central bank to slash its key rate last week in a bid to rein in the currency. Inflation meanwhile hit 17.8 percent year-on-

year in April, the highest for 20 years. 

And revenues from domestic value-added or sales tax collapsed by more than a half in April, VAT fees on imported goods 

dropping by a third compared to the same month in 2021. 

"In April, the revenues of the overwhelming majority of companies in Russia took a hit," Andrei Grachev, head of tax 

practice at Birch Legal, told The Bell, an independent Russian business website. 

"This didn't merely affect those who ceased operations in Russia, but also those who continued to work but lost clients 

and profits." 

That hit is evident on the streets of Moscow, which are now lined with shuttered shops: from McDonald's and Starbucks 

to clothing retailers H&M and Zara. 

Central bank chief Elvira Nabiullina warned in April that problems were emerging "in all sectors, both in large and small 

companies." Textile manufacturers are having trouble buying buttons, while paper producers are struggling with a 

shortage of bleaching agents, Nabiullina said. 

Prices for white paper have skyrocketed and some businesses in Moscow have started printing out receipts on 

unbleached beige paper. 

Chris Weafer, the founder of consultancy Macro-Advisory and a long-time observer of the Russian economy, said 

sanctions mainly hit the financial system in March and April. 

"What will start in the next few months are pay cuts," Weafer told AFP. 

"There will be a drop in income, and that combined with inflation will cut very deeply into people's disposable income." 

China Bans Most Russian Planes From Airspace Because They’re Stolen - Russia's domestic aviation industry 

continues to struggle intensely in the wake of the country's invasion of Ukraine. First, Russia was cut off from genuine 

parts supplies for its Western-made commercial planes, as Airbus and Boeing announced that they would stop sales of 

parts and services to Russian aviation companies.  

Next, European leasing firms sought to repossess jets leased by Russian carriers by revoking their airworthiness 

certifications. In an unprecedented move, Putin allowed Russian aviation companies to steal those leased aircraft and re-

register them in Russia, violating decades-old international standards and causing European companies to lose an 

estimated $10 billion in airplanes.  

That theft was too much for an otherwise mostly neutral China to tolerate. The Chinese Civil Aviation Authority 

announced earlier this week that those stolen planes are no longer allowed in its airspace, closing off even more of the 

globe to most Russian air traffic. 
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Containment 

NATO's chief is visiting the White House today, where Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg and U.S. President Joe 

Biden are expected to compare notes ahead of an alliance-wide summit hosted by Spain in late June.  

UK says they're sending Ukraine precision-guided M270 launchers, with a range of about 50 miles. Britain pledged 

Thursday to send sophisticated medium-range rocket systems to Ukraine, joining the U.S and Germany in equipping the 

embattled nation with advanced weapons for shooting down aircraft and destroying artillery. 

U.S. plans to sell armed drones to Ukraine in coming days - The US plans to sell Ukraine four MQ-1C Gray Eagle 

drones that can be armed with Hellfire missiles for 

battlefield use against Russia, three people familiar 

with the situation said. 

The sale of the General Atomics-made drones could 

still be blocked by Congress, the sources said, 

adding that there is also a risk of a last minute policy 

reversal that could scuttle the plan, which has been 

under review at the Pentagon for several weeks. 

Ukraine has been using several types of smaller 

shorter range unmanned aerial systems against 

Russian forces that invaded the country in late 

February. They include the AeroVironment RQ-20 

Puma AE, and the Turkish Bayraktar-TB2. 

But the Gray Eagle represents a leap in technology because it can fly up to 30 or more hours depending on its mission 

and can gather huge amounts of data for intelligence purposes. Gray Eagles, the Army's version of the more widely known 

Predator drone, can also carry up to eight powerful Hellfire missiles. 

"Generally the MQ-1C is a much larger aircraft with a max take-off weight around three times that of the Bayraktar-TB2, 

with commensurate advantages in payload capacity, range, and endurance," said drone expert Dan Gettinger with the 

Vertical Flight Society. 

Three More Nations Join Ukraine Planning Cell Run By Army Special Forces - Three more countries have joined 

a coordination effort set up by U.S. Army special forces to help Ukraine, the Army secretary said Tuesday. 

“When Russia went into Ukraine in late February, we sent the 10th Special Forces Group to develop a coalition planning 

cell that enabled us to bring together 20 different nations to coordinate information with international [special 

operations forces] partners and allies,” Army Secretary Christine Wormuth said during a virtual event with the Atlantic 

Council. “And that has again, I think, contributed significantly with the effectiveness and the speed of the assistance and 

training that we've been able to provide.”  

The planning cell had 17 members in April, when Lt. Gen. Jonathan Braga, the commander of U.S. Army Special Operations 

Command, testified to senators. 

Wormuth said the cell has helped coordinate the shipment of weapons and equipment within Ukraine.  

“As the Ukrainians try to move that around and evade the Russians potentially trying to target convoys, you know, we 

are trying to be able to help coordinate moving all of those different sort of shipments,” she said.  
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“Another thing I think we can help with,” Wormuth said, “is intelligence about where the threats to those convoys may 

be.” 

She did not name the members of the planning cell or further detail its actions. 

With one battalion based in Stuttgart, Germany, the 10th Special Forces Group has been part of the U.S. special 

operations effort to help Ukrainian forces build their resilience and resistance capabilities since Russia illegally annexed 

Crimea in 2014, Wormuth said. 

Philippines joins 25 countries in world's largest naval exercises - The Philippines will be joining 25 other nations 

in the world's largest maritime exercise, the United States Navy announced Wednesday (Manila time). 

The US Navy said the biennial Rim of the Pacific will be conducted from June 29 to August 4 in and around the Hawaiian 

Islands and Southern California. 

Approximately 25,000 personnel, 38 surface ships, four submarines, nine national land forces, and more than 170 aircraft 

from 26 countries are expected to join the exercise. 

"As the world’s largest international maritime exercise, RIMPAC provides a unique training opportunity designed to foster 

and sustain cooperative relationships that are critical to ensuring the safety of sea lanes and security on the world’s 

interconnected oceans," the US Navy said. 

This year's participating forces will come from: Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Denmark, Ecuador, France, 

Germany, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Peru, Philippines, Singapore, 

South Korea, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Tonga, UK and USA. 

Germany announces new deal with Greece to send tanks to Ukraine - Germany will help get Soviet-era tanks 

from Greece to Ukraine by sending Athens modern German vehicles as a replacement, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz 

announced Tuesday. 

Scholz told reporters at the end of a two-day European Council meeting of EU leaders in Brussels that he had spoken to 

Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis to enable such a tank swap, also known as a Ringtausch in German. 

“This will now be discussed in very concrete terms between the defense ministries [of both countries] and can then also 

be implemented quickly,” the chancellor said. 

Scholz had proposed the tank swap scheme in April as an alternative to Germany directly sending Ukraine its more 

modern Western tanks like the Leopard or the Marder infantry fighting vehicle — something the chancellor has avoided 

doing so far as he fears it could drag NATO into Russia’s war with Ukraine. Under the Ringtausch scheme, countries that 

still have Soviet-era gear like the T-72 battle tank or the BMP infantry fighting vehicle can send them to Ukraine and 

receive more modern German tanks as replacements. 

This allows Western countries to maintain a certain level of deniability because those Soviet-era tanks are identical to 

the ones Ukraine uses, meaning it’s harder for Russia to argue that NATO is getting involved in the war by sending its top 

gear to Kyiv. 

Geopolitics 

NATO’s Next Strategic Concept Will Add China’s Threats - Even as a war rages in its own backyard, NATO will use 

its highly anticipated summit later this month to look beyond the concerns of the moment and address the threat posed 

by China for the first time in a major document. 
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Much of the conversation at the upcoming summit in Madrid is still expected to focus on deterring Russia amid its 

invasion of Ukraine and considering the applications from Finland and Sweden to join the alliance. But the strategic 

concept to be unveiled at the summit must encompass the next decade, which will see threats from China and emerging 

technology such as cyberattacks, said Julianne Smith, the United States’ permanent representative to NATO. 

“We are largely in agreement that Russia is the preeminent challenge, the primary threat that the NATO alliance is facing 

in this moment, and because of that, you’ll see a heavy emphasis on Russia right out of the gates at the top,” Smith said 

at an event hosted by the Defense Writers Group. “There is also an appreciation across NATO that this document is not 

intended to last for a week. This document…is supposed to last for 10 years.”  

NATO’s current strategic concept was released in 2010, four years before Russia annexed Crimea and years before major 

cyberattacks were commonplace. The 36-page document does not mention China; it also says the alliance seeks “a true 

strategic partnership” and more cooperation with Russia. 

The new, not-yet-finalized document set to be released in Spain will include the first mention of China in a NATO strategic 

concept, Smith said—though a statement released in June 2021 after an alliance summit in Brussels said that China’s 

“growing influence and international policies can present challenges that we need to address together as an alliance.” 

NATO leaders are also expected to address cooperation between Russia and China and how it affects the alliance, Smith 

said. 

Moscow Postpones South Ossetian Referendum on Joining Russia - On May 20, the newly inaugurated 

“president” of Georgia’s breakaway region of South Ossetia, Alan Gagloev, signed a decree to suspend a planned 

referendum on this statelet’s accession to the Russian Federation. The referendum was to be held on July 17, according 

to a decree issued by Gagloev’s predecessor, Anatoly Bibilov. Bibilov signed this decree on May 13, a week before leaving 

office. 

The expected outcome of the vote to join Russia was all but certain: the South Ossetians’ agitation to separate from 

Georgia, which began in the late 1980s, was always seen as a provisional step on the path to joining North Ossetia inside 

Russia. But when then-“president” Bibilov unveiled the referendum earlier this month, Moscow immediately made it 

clear that the Russian authorities opposed the timing of this initiative. Not only was Russia preoccupied with its war 

against Ukraine, but the accession referendum would have disrupted the sophisticated game that the Kremlin is playing 

with billionaire Bidzina Ivanishvili’s ruling Georgian Dream (GD) party in Tbilisi. 

Konstantin Zatulin, one of the most influential figures in the Russian State Duma (lower chamber of parliament), told 

reporters that a referendum in South Ossetia is not in Russia’s interest right now. Zatulin is notably considered the 

architect of Moscow’s long-time strategy toward Georgia. 

More than cold war brewing between India and China? - India-China relations have been fraught with tension 

since mid-2020, when their troops clashed in Galwan Valley in Ladakh. Both claimed incursions by the other side, in 

disputed border territory. 

At least 20 Indian soldiers were killed in June 2020, while China reportedly lost four soldiers. The fatalities were the first 

at the 3,440km border, called the Line of Actual Control, in 45 years. 

Since then, both countries have reportedly amassed close to 60,000 troops each at the border. 

In March, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi made a surprise trip to Delhi seeking normal ties. According to Indian media, 

his trip was also to gauge whether India would attend the BRICS summit China will be hosting this month. 

Wang said: “The two sides should... put the differences over the boundary issue in an appropriate position in bilateral 

relations and adhere to the correct development direction of bilateral relations.” 
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But Indian Foreign Minister Subrahmanyam Jaishankar said ties could not be normal with the build-up of troops at the 

border. “The frictions and tensions that arise from China’s deployments since April 2020 cannot be reconciled with a 

normal relationship between two neighbors,” he said. 

This tension is not, however, simply between two Asian giants laying claim to each other’s territory. The programme 

When Titans Clash explores the wider geopolitical dynamics at play, such as the rivalry between the United States and 

China. 

“There’s a cold war that’s created between India and China. India is now a part of the Western alliance, and we’re seeing 

that India is the principal bulwark against China,” said Rohan Gunaratna, the director general of the Institute of National 

Security Studies in Sri Lanka. 


